
Calculus Semester 1 Syllabus 2017 

Students and Parents: Welcome. It is a privilege and joy to get to be your Calculus teacher this year. 

Please read the below carefully in your consideration of commitment to this class.  

Course objectives: In semester 1 of Calculus you will: 

a) Briefly review solving and graphing trigonometric, polynomial, rational, and log functions 

b) Determine limits and continuity 

c) Find derivatives and interpret these as tangent slopes and instantaneous rates of change 

d) Apply derivatives to find related rates and optimum values 

Expectations: 

a) Be on time. The schoolwide tardy policy and 10-10 rule applies; if the bell has rung, a 

student must obtain a printed tardy pass to enter class. Hand-written teacher notes are no 

longer permitted.  

 

b) Be on task. Class time is for engagement with the class content. Cell phones may not be 
accessed at all.  Phones being accessed will be collected by the teacher and submitted to the 

office for return to student at the end of the day.  

 

c) Be courteous.  Speech should be respectful of others and void of profanity. Students should 

not talk during teacher instruction nor otherwise behave in a manner disruptive of others’ 

learning. Inappropriate speech, volume,  or disruptive behavior will first receive a verbal 

warning, followed by detention and/or parent contact. 

Grades:  

1) Quarter averages are composed of 40% daily grades, and 60% tests.  

2) As a departmental policy, tests missed must be made up in three days. 

3) As a departmental policy, tests taken may be reassessed to 70. 

4) Work missed due to absences should be submitted within the same number of days as the 

student was absent to not be counted late. 

5) Late work is 70% of grade earned when submitted one day late. After that the grade is zero. 

 

*It is never acceptable to say you did not do the homework because you did not understand it. 

The purpose of homework is for you to cement understanding through having to stumble 

through the steps yourself (or with a peer). No homework is assigned but that for which 

examples have been provided. It should be evident that you at least made the effort to apply 

the steps provided in examples. Answers given without work shown receive no credit.  

Please read and consider this next section carefully: 

If you passed Precalculus you met the minimum prerequisite for this class. As a teacher who has 

watched some students enjoy, and others not so much enjoy, Calculus, I urge you as students and 

parents together to consider the following questions in your decision to commit to this class. 



1) Do you have interest in this class? Are you taking it just because it looks like the next math 

class in queue, or because you want to learn the content? Do you plan a college major or 

career for which you will need this course? 

 

2) Honestly assess your skill level. Did you struggle in Precalculus? Are you going to be on pins 

and needles every time the UIL grade check approaches?  

 

3) Do you have time for this class? Do you have other responsibilities that preclude study time 

for an additional, challenging content class? Do you have a schedule so overloaded that you 

cannot stay awake in class?  

 

4) Are you going to be concerned that you cannot have the phone out at all, and cannot put 

your head down on occasion to sleep in class? If so, you are encouraged to own this and to 

choose a class whose culture accommodates your needs. 

 

5) Academic integrity is imperative. Are you in a class that meets you where you are at 

skillwise and takes you forward? Or are you in a class where you know you do not have the 

skills and will be tempted to copy someone else’s homework or cheat on a test? Remove 

yourself from circumstances where you know you will be tempted to do what you already 

know is wrong. Put yourself in a context that promotes your integrity. 
 
These questions are raised not to discourage you from learning Calculus, but to ensure that 
you end up in a class you really want to be in, and that is a fit for you now. If your schedule 

honestly has too many other time commitments, and you are going to be unhappy in a class 

that is challenging and will not let you use your phone, you might want to consider a class 

that is a better fit. 

 

Just as the baseball coach does not want students signing up for the team who are not 

motivated to participate in practice toward mastery, your Calculus coach wants you to want 

to be there, and to not resent being asked to participate toward mastery. Calculus is elective. 

You are encouraged to commit to a course in which you genuinely want to participate. My 

goal as a teacher is that the Calculus team enjoy the course, and master the skills.  

 

Please only sign the following after you have read and understand the above. Please contact 

me with any questions at mosess@pearlandisd.org. You may also peruse semester notes, 

assignments, and practice tests via your Canvas account at 

https://pearland.instructure.com. 

 

 

Please sign to confirm that you have read and understand the Calculus syllabus. 

 

 

Student signature:___________________________________________________ Date:_______________ 

 

 

Parent signature:____________________________________________________ Date:_______________ 

mailto:mosess@pearlandisd.org

